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AMVC: A Loosely-Coupled Architecture for Component-Based
Clients

There is an architectural deficit in most currently undertaken rich client applications: In
n-tier applications the presentation layer is represented as a single layer. This is as true
of browser-based rich clients (Rich Internet Applications) as of rich desktop clients
since both are designed along component-based, event-driven lines. The result of
creating rich clients without sufficient application architecture underpinning is often
tightly-coupled code of unnecessary complexity, with the associated high cost of
maintenance. No commonly understood pattern is currently evident that would allow
rich client components to be combined into a loosely coupled application. This paper
describes the theory and application of an architecture that proposes to address these
deficits, fhe proposed architecture extends MVC by adding an Application Layer
(hence AMVC - Application Model View Controller). The extra layer removes the
causes of inter-component coupling, identified as part of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A common problem in the design of a component-based rich client application of any
complexity is the absence of any well-defined way of connecting its constituent
components together in a predictable and maintainable way without coupling those
components directly to each other. The importance of decoupling lies in the reusability
it confers on the component. Development projects often result in either (i) relatively
decoupled components that are connected to each other by a large, ad hoc and difficult
to maintain amount of glue code (also know as the Big Ball of Mud*), or (ii)
components that cooperate in a more systematic way, but as a consequence come to
know a little too much about each other, and become coupled to the extent that they are
no longer reusable beyond the context of the application.

Assuming that the Big Ball of Mud is always to be avoided, the main obstacle to a
component-based, rich client architecture is tight coupling between the components.
Objects cannot operate as components" unless they can function both independently
from and in collaboration with other components. Current rich client architectures do
not satisfactorily address this seemingly paradoxical requirement, and permit only a
limited decoupling between components that still results in some direct coupling. So
there remains an architectural deficit in which developers of rich clients have to work.
To address this problem, this paper outlines an approach, called Application Model
View Controller (AMVC), that breaks the presentation layer into an application layer
and a component layer.

In enterprise systems, the client code is typically represented as a single layer - the
presentation layer. (For Internet-based applications a distinction is made between
server-side elements and client-side elements, but this is a deployment distinction,
rather than an architectural one.) For both desktop and Internet based rich-clients, this

' http://www.laputan.org/mud/
■ One idea of what defines a software component can be obtained by reading Szyperski and
Messerschmitt’s list of their characteristics: Multiple use; Non-context-specific; Composable with other
components; Encapsulated; and a unit of independent deployment and versioning. To the last point, one
could add the word ‘purchase’ - the component can also be seen as an economic unit of software.
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single layer has not been enough. Single-layer architectures tend to result in bundles of
components, directly coupled to each other as required by the needs of the application.
Breaking applications down into components does not in itself reduce the direct
coupling between those components. It is our contention that an explicit application
layer, specifically designed to prevent direct coupling, is an essential ingredient in any
successful rich-client architecture.

In order to ensure the absence of direct coupling which is required to sustain a true
component-based architecture, we need to address the features of component-based
presentation layer architecture that can lead to direct coupling: events shared hetw-een
eomponents, event data shared between components, and containment relationships
between components.

This thesis describes the AMVC architecture, an architecture which specifically
addresses each of these causes of coupling between components. The results were
presented and published as “The Missing Layer: Deficiencies in Rich Client
Architectures and Their Remedies” in the Proceedings of the

International

Conference on SqftM’are and Data Technologies (ICSOFT 2007), Barcelona, Spain,
2007, pp. 351-356.

The approach to research employed here has been an exploratory one. The conclusions
arrived at are based on many attempts to use some of the alternative architectures
discussed in Chapter 2. The author is a professional software developer and has used his
experience and skills in this field to analyse and critique the characteristics of these
various architectures. Furthermore, this thesis includes a demonstrated use of the
proposed AMVC architecture, which the author believes will add weight to the
arguments made in its favour.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: The next chapter discusses past
and current client architectures with a view to their effect on inter-component coupling.
Chapter 3 introduces the proposed AMVC architecture and describes the manner in
which AMVC addresses and defeats the specific causes of inter-component coupling.
Chapter 4 adds weight to the more abstract arguments of Chapter 3 by describing an
11

implementation of AMVC. Chapter 5 concludes with a recapitulation of the differences
between AMVC and the other architectures from Chapter 2, and a description of
potentially useful further work.

12

Chapter 2

Rich Client Architectures

This chapter summarises existing rich client frameworks for comparison and contrast
later with our proposed architecture. Its first six sections can be conceptually grouped
into pairs: each pair consisting of a general or abstract architectural idea followed by a
particular or more concrete realisation. The final seventh section sits alone: It acts as a
starting point for the development of the proposed AM VC architecture which then
follows in Chapter Chapter 3.

Each section starts with a description of the architecture, some more detailed than others
as necessary. The descriptions are followed by an analysis of the architecture through
the criterion that is central to the thesis: inter-component coupling.

Overall, the flow of this chapter is more or less chronological in order, moving from
MVC and Swing, through OSGi and Eclipse RCP, and on to more recent innovations in
the world of rich Internet applications. Again the last section bucks the trend.

The direction of this chapter can also be seen as forming a loop. It begins with the
venerable Model View Controller, and finishes on an architecture - PAC/hMVC - that
derives directly from MVC and builds upon it in an elegant, straightforward fashion. It
is often the case that the oldest ideas are the best. Perhaps the reason for their longevity
is the very robustness of the reasoning that underpins them, or because of their enduring
simplicity. In MVC, both endurance and simplicity apply.

2.1 Model View Controller (MVC)
The Model-View-Controller approach was first put forward at a time before the term
design pattern was coined, but it can nonetheless be immediately recognized as such.
More accurately perhaps, it can be considered as a combination of design patterns:
Proxy and Observer. Its great virtue is its ability to usefully separate concerns in the
presentation layer. That is to say, a component that follows the MVC pattern is neatly
decomposed into a Model that is exclusively responsible for maintaining application
state and communicating with business logic, a View that is exclusively responsible for
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displaying that state to the user, and a Controller that is responsible for managing the
user’s interaction with the application state of the Model through the View. [6]

A number of languages and frameworks have incorporated the MVC pattern as part of
their core structure - Java Swing for example has followed a similar approach (see
Section 2.2 below) and the hMVC pattern described in Section 2.7 builds on the basic
patterns.

Strengths
It is not by chance that MVC is to be found at the heart of many Rich GUI
implementations - it is a complexity-reduction mechanism. The complexity of GUI
development is in large part due to the fact that it requires the combination of a number
of disciplines that are complex in their own rights:
1.

fhe problem domain - the complexity of the application’s business logic.

2. The question of usability and interface engineering.
3. The solution space - the inherent complexity of the development platform.
MVC reduced this complexity by dividing it - at least partially separating the
engineering of the interface from the engineering of the business logic. It allows the
practitioner to concentrate on one aspect of the complexity at a time, or allows the
discrete problems to be solved simultaneously by specialists.
This separation between Model and View is brought about thanks to the mechanism
which has since come to be known as the Observer pattern[20]. The Model is
implemented without any specific knowledge of the implementation of the View. The
Controller mediates between these two elements of an MVC component. Views
subscribe to the Events published by a Model. Because of this loosely coupled
arrangement, the Model and View may change in their implementation, or multiple
Views may be developed for the same Model, without interfering with their ability to
work together.

Weaknesses
The problem with MVC is that while it provides an excellent approach for creating
individual GUI components, it does not include a mechanism whereby many such
components may interact with each other in an equally decoupled way. This is treated in
later sections.
14

2.2 Swing, JavaBeans, Struts and SpringMVC
Swing and JavaBeans
Java’s Swing is still one of the best-known and most popular cross-platform desktop
rich client architecture available today. It provides a wide selection of GUI widgets to
choose from, each conforming to a modified version of the Model-View-Controller
approach [11], sometimes referred to as Separable Model Architecture. The main
differences between this architecture and standard MVC are
1. The View and Controller are collapsed into one User Interface object;
2. Responsibility for managing look-and-feel of Swing components is handled by a
UI Delegate: an implementation detail that is absent from MVC;
3. Models are considered optional. Components may be used in contexts where
they represent GUI state rather than application data (for example a toggle
button may be pressed or not, but this fact might not necessarily represent a
value relevant to the application).
Notification between components can be said to follow the JavaBeans Event model. (In
fact Swing predates the JavaBeans Specification [9] but the latter is very much informed
by the architectural decisions made as part of Swing.) Models notify all interested
parties (typically their Views) when their data has changed. They do this by invoking
event-specific methods on all listeners that are registered for a given event. These
invocations are done through interfaces, protecting the Model from any particular
knowledge of the listener. It is this decoupling that allows a model to support multiple
types of View.

The JavaBeans specification was intended to make possible the creation of shrinkwrapped Java GUI components[l 8]. It used a convention-over-configuration approach
to allow developers to expose the properties, events and operations of components with
minimal programming overhead. Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) would
be able to manipulate these properties, events and operations in a visual way, allowing
for Wysiwyg^ assembly of complex components from simpler ones.
In essence, the JavaBeans specification brought no new component technology’ to hear:
it did not change the way GUI components were designed. Rather it overlaid a set of
^ What you see is what you get: Shorthand for any application which dynamically recreates the end
product while the user continues to make changes to it.
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naming and coding conventions on the existing Swing GUI component design, thereby
allowing IDEs design-time access to components. The underlying component design
remained the same, but now was visually programmable.

For example, consider a GUI component representing a pressure gauge. It has a method
with a signature as follows:
pxoblic class Gauge {
pioblic int get Pressure ()

{

}

J_______________________________________________________
Listing 1 'Getter' method conforming to the JavaBean specification

Because this method signature corresponds to the JavaBean convention for eomponent
properties, if the Gauge class above were being visually manipulated by an IDE, it
would offer a read-only value called pressure that could be aceessed by the other
components being used. Similar (though more complex) eonventions would allow the
Gauge class to make it clear to an IDE that it eould emit an event called, say.
Maximum Pressure Exeeeded.

In the Swing architecture, only Models are supposed to emit events (see Listing 2).
Built-in lower-level generic models (e.g. ListModel) produce events with lower-level
meanings, custom models (for higher-level, business-specific components) emit events
with higher-level meanings. But in both cases. Models emit their events to their own
VieM’s and to other listeners (e.g. models of other Components) in exaetly the same way
- they make no distinction hetM'cen these kinds of Listeners. This has a most unfortunate
effeet: In order to be a listener to a Model’s event, a class must implement that specific
Model event’s Listener interface. The interfaces are typieally written specifically for a
given Model, therefore any View coupling itself to the Listener is effectively coupling
itself to the Model.
JSlider slider = new JSlider();
BoundedRangeModel model = slider.getModel
model.addChangeListener(new ChangeListene r ()
piablic void stateChanged (ChangeEvent e ) {
// need to query the model
// to get updated value...
BoundedRangeModel m =
(BoundedRangeModel)e.getSource ()
})
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{

Listing 2: Example of a Listener registering with a Model through a ChangeListener interface.

Why does this matter? For any of the component’s Views that are listening, there is no
problem (it is not important if views are coupled to their own models). But Models from
other components that want to listen to this component must become coupled to it
through its Model’s listener.

This is the crucial architectural flaw in Swing: it makes no distinction hctM'cen intracomponent event-passing, and inter-component event-passing. This weakness in the
Swing architecture is also present in the JavaBeans specifications when used to develop
large-scale applications - a weakness that will be explored in section 0 below.
// WidgetX is a custom widget with a custom Model.
// We want WidgetX to receive events from an instance of
// WidgetY:
public class WidgetY {
public void addModelYEventListener(ModelYEventListener listener){
// Add the listener to the list of listeners.

}
public void fireEvent(){
ModelYEvent e = new ModelYEvent ();
// Acquire a pointer to each registered listener,
// and send each one the event.
EventYListener listener = (EventYListener)getNextListener();
listener.modelYEvent(e) ;

// In order to capture the ModelY event, ModelX has to implement
// a ModelYListener interface.
public class WidgetX implements ModelYEventListener {
public void yEvent(YEvent e) {
// WidgetX reacts to model y event by doing
// something to itself.
doSomething(e.getValue);

}

}
WidgetY y = new WidgetY()
WidgetX x = new WidgetX();
X.addModelYEventListener(y);
Listing 3: An example of cross-component coupling due to event-passing in Swing.

If we examine the content of Listing 3 above, we see that although the component that
produced an event remains decoupled from those that received it, the reverse is not true.
In fact in order to receive the event, the listener needed to implement a particular
interface, and any of its contained methods. This is a level of coupling that ties all
instances of WidgetY to WidgetX. WidgetY cannot be reused unless WidgetX is also
reused along with it.
17

Strengths
The Swing architecture and the JavaBeans specification that followed it display true
Event-Driven, Component-Based behaviour. This provides a very useful programming
model for the development of simple user interfaces. Swing’s separation of View and
Model makes possible the separation of GUI logic and business logic. The subsequent
arrival of the JavaBeans specification made it possible to visually manipulate Swing
Components and construct those same user interfaces without writing much Java code
(as exemplified in Figure 1).
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Figure 1: An example of visual GUI building through JavaBeans (using IBM's VisualAge).

Weaknesses
Because the Event model behind Swing and JavaBeans is precisely the same, they both
suffer from the same fundamental weakness. While it is quite easy to build components
with sophisticated views using Swing and JavaBeans, the assembly of many of these
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components into one rich client application is not so easy. In fact it is impossible to do
this without permanently coupling the individual components to each other.

Swing applications are not loosely-coupled assemblies of JavaBeans - JavaBean
instances that wish to communicate by Events must know about the Listener interfaces
of the other. There is no difference between the events that pass internally within a
component (between Model and View) and events that pass from the Model of one
component to that of another. There is no protective layer of indirection between two
components.

Struts and SpringMVC

In the same way that Swing and JavaBeans applied the pattern laid down by MVC to
Java desktop applications, Apache Struts (and later improvements such as SpringMVC)
have tried to apply the same concepts to Java web applications. 1 heir approach in this
attempt must be seen in its historical context: Before Struts, architectures for Java web
applications were purely adhoc, as the servlet (and subsequent JSP) specifications only
provided a programming interface for dealing with HTTP requests and responses. There
was nothing in either servlets or JSPs that enforces a design, much less an architecture,
on the programmer. Struts stepped into the breach by specifying a standard life-cycle for
the management of HTTP requests and the composition of HTTP respon.ses. To more
easily understand the concepts behind Struts, it became popular to describe it by
analogy with MVC. This seemed particularly appropriate given that Struts uses
JavaBeans - itself an MVC derivative as explained above - to shuttle data to and from a
JSP page (‘View’) and a Struts Actions (‘Models’ - though some analogies make the
JavaBean the model). The approach was also known as Model 2, and is described by the
following diagram, taken from Seshandri [27]:

19

Application Server

Enterprise ScrK crso'
Data Sources

Figure 2: Model 2 architecture overview

The analogy between Struts and MVC is useful for illustrative purposes, but it can be
followed too far. While it is true that Struts separates the JSP view from the rest of the
code, the servlet controller is a great deal more sophisticated than in MVC, and the
functionality of the model is effectively spread across one JavaBean and any number of
Struts Actions. Seen this way, the cardinality between view and model is n:n - there is
no composition of a model, view and controller into a component. Struts can more
accurately be described as a mechanism for routing HTTP requests to the correct
handling code.
As there is no real component, there is no real inter-component decoupling.
Improvements like SpringMVC and Struts2 succeed in making this architecture more
easily used, but do not make it any more like MVC, or bring it any closer to being a
component framework.

This approach to bringing an MVC-like architecture to web applications should be
compared with the AJAX approach described in Section 2.5 below.

2.3 OSGi
OSGi is a former acronym. Open Systems Gateway Interface, but is now a de facto
standard that defines a standardized, component-oriented computing environment for
networked services and so merits some investigation with respect to its approach to
reusability and decoupling.
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OSGi is related to the popular IDE Eclipse, in that the Eclipse plugin architecture is
now implemented using an OSGi implementation developed by the Eclipse foundation
(Equinox).

Cerventes[21] describes the OSGi framework as a host environment for managing
bundles and the services they provide, a bundle being the physical unit of deployment
in OSGi and also a logical concept used by the framework for organizing its
internal state. But the framework was not initially developed as an architecture or
ecosystem for sustaining the component model. Instead, the specification concentrates
on defining a services gateway - a kind of brokerage that allows modules of
functionality to come on and off stream during a system’s runtime. This kind of
behaviour is very important in the world of consumer devices and home-area networks
- the context in which OGSi was specified. Although its jurisdiction has more expanded
into enterprise software development, the specification has remained unchanged; that is
to say it continues to focus on hot-deployment and real-time inter-component
dependency resolution.

Strengths
In a separate paper[22], Cerventes has made an interesting comparison between
JavaBeans and OSGi with an eye to their suitability as component architectures. The
paper suggests combining OSGi and JavaBeans, leveraging the advantages of both by
embedding the latter into the former. The advantages of OSGi that are mentioned are all
related to that specification’s runtime strengths: the ability to manage different versions
of the same component, the build-in concepts of deployment (allowing for example
remote deployment). Another important advantage not highlighted by Cerventes, but
again runtime in nature, is OSGi’s mechanism for the resolution of dependencies
between components.

These strengths combine to give a level of robustness to any system which is thus
constructed. We will discuss this further in Section 0 below.

Weaknesses
The fact that OSGi was not designed with GUI software in mind shows up in one
important way. Though it has been successfully used to implement the plugin
21
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architecture that underpins Eclipse RCP, developers of OSGi components face a
Hobson’s choice between eourse-grained components with no internal support for
decoupling, or fine-grained component with insufficient support for loose coupling
between them.

2.4 Eclipse RCP
The Eelipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) has been advanced as a solution to the problem
of tight eoupling between eomponents in Java desktop rich clients[2]. Eclipse is better
known as a popular Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for Java and other
programming languages. The RCP that underpins Eelipse IDE is based on the idea of a
lightweight kernel and a large set of loosely coupled collaborating plugins. It is the
plugin that determine the functionality of the resulting system, with the kernel being
responsible for discovering, loading and running these plugins.

Plugins are the smallest functional units of the Eelipse RCP that can be developed and
delivered separately. In other words they are Eclipse’s implementation of components.
They eontain Java code to provide applieation functionality, but in order to achieve the
deeoupling that is required of a component, the plugin deciaratively describes how it
may be used by means of a custom XML file and a manifest file. Through these
deelarations, the plugin specifies Extension Points that other plugins can use to extend
it. A plugin manifest also specifies how it uses the extension point of other plugins to
extend them and so expose new functionality to the application.

22

Figure 3 Eclipse Platform Architecture (taken from |3|)

The element of the RCP kernel that defines the rule of engagement with the plugins is
called the Platform Runtime. It dynamically loads the Java code that is contained within
the plugins as it is required. If the plugin or collection of plugins that is required to
deliver a particular feature is present, then the feature is accessible through the
application. Otherwise it is not.

Another important element of the RCP is the Workbench. From the point of view of
application architecture, it serves two purposes.

Firstly it defines a standard approach to the construction of applications. The RCP
kernel is not quite a blank slate on which whatever application behaviour desired can be
designed. The Workbench is the starting point of all applications and it incorporates a
few key concepts: View, Editors and Actions, all of which can be grouped together into
Perspectives. It also incorporates a main menu and toolbar. Views and Editors, as their
names suggest, provide a way to read and update application data. They have different
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lifecycles that are managed by the Workbench. Actions, on the other hand, are
abstractions of user commands and can be associated with menu and toolbar items.
Extension Points offered by the Workbench’s menu and toolbar items allow plugins to
add new Editors, View’s, Actions and Perspectives to the application.

host plug-in
plug-in class
WorkbenchPlugin
plug-in id: org.eclipse.ui
I editors
j~ views
extension- __ | editors
points
I non
OOO ... I
---------------- --------------------------- 1

I actionSets

I QOO ...

j

L 4 P—---------------------------------- •

extender plug-in
plug-in class
WorkbenchHeIpPlugin
extension: actionSets
action callback: Help->Help Contents menu item
class: HeIpContentsAction
action callback: Search->Help menu item
class: OpenHelpSearchPageAction

plug-in id: org.eclipse.help.ui

Figure 4 Example of plugin interaction (taken from )

The strengths and weaknesses of this plugin architecture have been explored in detail
elsewhere[4] but a number of important observations will be raised here. Note that the
Eclipse RCP is built on the OSGi architecture described in Section 2.3 above. To a large
extend it derives its strengths and weaknesses from that architectural platform. From
another perspective, the RCP can be seen as the testing ground for OSGi as a basis for
rich client development. The shortcomings of RCP described below can thus be
considered as shortcomings of this particular application of OSGi (it is not a general
criticism of OSGi in other applications such as server-side business-component
architecture).
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Strengths
Loose Coupling between Plugin and Application. The core value of the plugin structure
must be its ability to successfully decouple a plugin from the Workbench. Thanks to this
decoupling, an application can have an entire swathe of new functionality added to it
without suffering any code or even configuration change. In fact all that is required is
for the plugin to be placed in the correct directory. Menus can have extra menu items in
them, triggering new Actions; new Editors can be made available to open certain file
types and display their contents in a better way; entire Perspectives can be added.

Robustness. One of the other great advantages of the Eclipse RCP is its ability to deal
with an incorrect or incomplete collection of plugins. If the requisite plugin for an
Action is not present, then the Action will not work, but the application will not fall
over. This is down to the Runtime Platform's dynamic ability to manage the trees of
dependant plugins at the point at which they are required.

Weaknesses
Granularity. As stated above, the plugin is the component unit in RCP. Plugins are used
to add entire areas of functionality to an application and so they will include Java code
for multiple View and Editor widgets. These widgets will need to communicate with
each other, but within the component there is no loosely-coupled framework in which
they can do this. In other words, developers of Eclipse plugins will find themselves
dealing with the same kind of coupling problems due to event sharing, event data and
containment relationships as described above. The scope of functionality, and therefore
the amount of code, will typically be less in a plugin than in a full application, but the
coupling problems will be multiplied across many plugins. In short, the use of Eclipse
plugins begins to deal with coupling across plugins, but does not address the coupling
that will continue to exist inside plugins of even moderate size and complexity.

Direct Coupling betM’een Widgets. It is tempting to think that the issue of coupling
within plugins can be solved by designing finer-grained plugins. Surely if we reduce the
scope of these plugins to include just one or two Editors or Views, and simply create
more of them, the loose coupling between plugins will take care of everything? But it
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doesn’t work out that way, and we need to think again about how the decoupling
between plugins operates in order to appreciate why this is so.

The declarative interaction between plugins is restricted to the extension of one plugin
by another. For example a plugin can add an Action to a menu item declaratively
causing that menu item to appear in the application’s user interface. It can do this
because the plugin Action conforms to the Eclipse RCP Action interface. That Action
must then provide functionality based on the contents of another plugin (because our
plugins are fine grained and most operate as a group) and so it must retrieve and
communicate with the class instances of that other plugin. It remains coupled to
whatever classes it communicates with - nothing is gained by the fact that the coupled
classes are spread across two plugins.

In essence, plugins can be more accurately considered the units of deployment and
provisioning of coarse grain application functionality rather than the kind of fine-grain
components that we normally associate with reusable GUI components. The decoupling
that they offer is only between large functional suites contained within plugins, and the
Workbench to which the plugins attach. Plugins’ declarative relationships are restricted
to the concept of extension, so when widgets from two different plugins need to pass
application data between each other at runtime, the RCP platform does not offer any
decoupling mechanism at all.

2.5 Rich Internet Applications and AJAX
Rich Internet Application is a term used to describe a system that is available on an
internet browser while presenting a level of interaction and parallelism that we associate
with multithreaded desktop applications[14]. For many it represents the ideal form as it
solves the distribution problem of desktop software without, at least in theory, losing
any of the richness of interface. The best known examples of such RIAs at the time of

The problem of installing an application on a potentially very large number of desktops. Traditional web
applications do not suffer from this as they use the ubiquitous browser to provide access to the server-side
application.
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writing are Google's Gmail[15], and Google Documents, which compete with
Microsoft’s Outlook, Word and Excel desktop applications.

The innovation of the RIA is to push more and more of the behaviour of a web
application up onto the browser. Where older web applications merely returned views of
data in HTML which browsers then passively rendered, RIAs rely heavily on JavaScript
to perform client side operations on data and react to user stimuli, making less HTTP
requests to the application’s middle tier on the server. JavaScript is a dynamic language
that is interpreted by the browser - it runs entirely on the client machine. It has been in
use for quite some time now, doing jobs like hiding and showing form fields, managing
date selection widgets and so on. Applications can have a greater or lesser use of
JavaScript, and therefore a greater or lesser amount of responsiveness to the user.

A more recent use of JavaScript, which has taken interaction to a new level, is the
approach know as Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX)[12]. At its heart lies a
technique for remotely invoking server-side functionality using XMLHttpRequest. The
JavaScript running on the client side no longer just hides fields and pops up calendars. It
coordinates calls to the server-side, retrieves the raw data returned and inserts it into the
Document Object Model of the page being displayed.

XMLHttpRequest is an API, originally developed by Microsoft[l 3], to allow web pages
to make independent calls to a server without refreshing the current browser page. The
user of such a web page can stay on the page for which data is being retrieved and
rendered, and it is this behaviour, comparable with desktop rich client application
behaviour, that led to the technique being called asynchronous.

RIAs are being developed more and more frequently in preference to the desktop-bound
Swing or VB applications of the past, but as there are no obvious architectures that
govern its use[16], the development techniques being applied are deliberately following
the tried and trusted component-based, event-driven models that have been followed in
the past. Examples of frameworks that apply this old approach to RIA development
include Google Web Toolkit (GWT), Java Server faces (JSF) and DOJO Widgets[I7].
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Strengths
The attraction of RIAs is clear. They use an ubiquitous platform (the Internet Browser)
to a greater degree than the previous generation of web applications. They offer web
developers the opportunity to return to older more familiar forms of client architecture
by providing a new platform for old patterns (widgets passing events using JavaScript
on a browser), thus avoiding the sometimes convoluted programming patterns of
Request-Response architectures (as implemented by frameworks such as Struts [24]).

Another strength of AJAX-driven RIAs is that they are technically independent of the
server-side platform. Because the RIA platform is the browser, and not the Java JVM^
or the .NET CTR^, the client must be developed in XHMTL, CSS and JavaScript. These
development languages are the same regardless of the server platform. This unexpected
unity of platform (notwithstanding JavaScript browser incompatibilities) may turn out
to be one of the key attributes of RIAs. For now however, many AJAX systems are
developed using one of a growing number of frameworks and toolsets that allow
software engineers to generate the JavaScript, XHTML and CSS through C# or Java
code. This can be attractive to developers who already know how to program in one of
those languages, but from another perspective such frameworks can be seen as bringing
about an unnecessary division of a naturally unified platform.

Weaknesses
The same weaknesses that have been described in Section 2.2 abovefor other
component-based, event-driven architectures like Swing and JavaBeans apply to RIAs
developed using current technologies. In the absence of an alternative, RIA components
are being coupled together in precisely the same way as their desktop equivalents. This
will lead, in our opinion, to a replication on the browser platform of the successes and
the failures of the Swing-like architectures on the desktop.

^ Java Virtual Machine: the set of programs that represents a runtime machine and interprets a given
instruction set. It is this indirection that endows Java programs with their Write Once, Run Anywhere
characteristic.
^ Common Language Runtime. The .NET equivalent of the JVM above. Although this also theoretically
gives .NET languages like C# platform independence, in practice only Microsoft platforms tend to have
CLRs available.
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Later on in this document we will discuss to what extent the proposed architecture can
be applied to the world of RIAs.

2.6 Dojo
The Dojo Toolkit[25] is a recent Open Source framework whose purpose is to make it
easier for developers to put together sophisticated and visually appealing Rich Internet
Applications that are destined to run in JavaScript on a browser. It consists of a number
of different packages which cover many of the different areas that make RIAs difficult
to develop. It includes an abstraction of the XmlHttpRequest mentioned in Section
2.52.5 above, using a mechanism similar to the event listener of Java Beans/Swing. It
also abstracts the various differences between browsers such as Microsoft's Internet
Explorer and Mozilla’s Firefox.

More importantly, from the point of view of our research, is Dojo's provision of a
library of GUI Components (Widgets) for the implementation of Dojo rich clients. The
Dojo architects broke up widgets across two layers (component and application), two
syntaxes (one programmatic and one declarative) and two activities (definition of
components and assembly of applications) - an approach similar to that taken by
AMVC.

Strengths
The Dojo Toolkit is a JavaScript library - a selection of prefabricated object, methods
and functions whose purpose is to facilitate the development of Rich Internet
Applications. Part of that prefabricated code includes a library of UI components called
Dijits. They are analogous to build-in components of Swing (like JFileChooser, or
JComboBox) and are defined programmatically using JavaScript. In order to use these
components on an XHTML-based front end, Dojo provides special attributes that can be
added to standard XHTML. For example the dojoType attribute, when added to a
standard XHTML input tag, will associate all the programmatic behaviour of a given
component with that tag. The following code:
<input doj oType="di]it.form.ValidatingTextBox"
isValid="my.form.isValid"
...>
</input>
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Listing 4: Example XHTML with DOJO-specific attribute

will render something like this:
Invalid Non-Space Text.

Figure 5: How a DOJO Validating Text Box appears on a browser

Two widgets on the same XHTML page may communicate with each other by a
number of event mechanisms. The simplest one requires the invocation of the following
function:

Listing 5: Example of simple connection of an event to a function using DOJO

In Listing 5, we see the emitter of an QVQnX firstLinkNode, and the name of the event
emitted onclick. connected to the function bar of any object someOhject. Snippets of
JavaScript code like this, embedded into the XHTML examples like that of Listing 4
can be considered part of the XHTML (and so part of the declarative assembly of the
application) rather than part of the component code itself

Weaknesses
The declarative way in which Dijits can be combined has an impressive capacity to
decouple, and as stated previously this capacity comes from the separation of Dijits into
JavaScript component definitions, and XHTML component deployment. This is very
similar to the separation between the Component and Application layers of the proposed
AM VC architecture that is discussed later in Chapter 3. In that section, we see a
separation into component definition using Java and application assembly using XML.

The weakness of the Dijit approach is that the declarative markup used, XHTML,
restricts its use to internet applications. It hardly seems fair to describe this as a
weakness given that Dojo never offered itself as a solution to the general problem of
rich client coupling. In fact it is a great credit to the framework that its GUI design was
sufficiently well considered in such a way as to avoid some of the pitfalls of analogous
desktop frameworks like Swing.
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2.7 Hierarchical Model View Controller (hMVC) and
Presentation Abstraction Control (PAC)
The architectural pattern called Hierarchical Model View Controller (hMVC) [7] was
presented in a Java development periodical as an improvement upon the standard MVC
pattern. Its authors were unaware of a previously published paper which described an
idea very much like theirs, but under the name of Presentation-Abstraction-Control
(PAC)[8]. Ignoring the architecturally insignificant differences between these papers,
the major shared innovation was the arrangement of multiple MVC-based components
(or triads, to use the hMVC nomenclature) into a hierarchy, where communication
between triads was channelled exclusively through each triad's controller. The idea of
hMVC is that the hierarchy arrangement forms an ideal pathway for events to pass from
component to component for two main reasons:
•

A given component only needs to send events to its parent or children, thus
reducing the coupling of the application as a whole.

•

The hierarchy is the same hierarchy as the containment hierarchy between the
components. Events that a component does not handle locally to a component
are automatically passed up to the parent. This reduces even further the coupling
between components that are directly connected.

The following image gives a good overview of PAC and by extension hMVC.
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Strengths
The idea of using the containment hierarchy of GUI components as a pathway for inter
component events, and to build in an assumption that unhandled events moved upwards
by default, makes a great deal of sense from a GUI architecture point of view. The idea
of events that cascade upward from a contained visual element to a containing one until
they reach a level where they can be handled is part of the DNA of Windows-based
operating systems and user-interfaces. For example, a mouse right-click on a UI surface
should be handled by the ‘deepest’ component whose UI aspect is currently occupying
that space. If a right-click is meaningless to the component is question (i.e. if the
component has no context-menu) then the event is automatically passed up the
containing component. If this component can offer a meaningful context-menu, the
event is intercepted and a menu is made to appear in the clicked spot. Otherwise the
event continues its upwards trajectory, eventually reaching the handler for the root of
the containment hierarchy - typically the windows-based operating system in which the
application is running.
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The promise of this quite natural approach is that the Big Ball of Mud pattern
mentioned in Chapter Chapter 1 can be avoided: Components are not allowed to
communicate in ad hoc fashion across a mesh of improvised connections. They proceed
instead in orderly fashion along the hierarchical lines already laid down by the
component containment relationships. If two components are to communicate, there is
only one permissible path.

Another strength lies in the automatic escalation of an unhandled event to its parent.
When this policy is effective, it removes the need for application-level knowledge on
the part of an individual component. This convention-over-configuration can remove
the need for code that represents mutual awareness between neighbouring components.

Weaknesses
Ironically, the same points that have been described as strengths in the previous sections
can be shown to be weaknesses, when viewed from another perspective.
The use of the containment hierarchy as a transport for events between components can
be seen as a way of leaking knowledge of events across more components than is
strictly necessary. Take for example a situation where two components need to
communicate using information that is only pertinent to these same components. If they
are not directly connected, then every controller in every triad that lies on the path
between these two communicating components will need to know enough about the
event and the position of the communicating parties to correctly forward the event to the
intended recipient. Merely because of their position in the event path, these intermediate
components become coupled to the channelled event, and to the communicating
components.

Furthermore, the preference for automatically escalating unhandled events to the parent
component can be seen as problematic. The preference is based on the assumption that
the event is a GUI event - a mouse click, or a keystroke or similar. If the events passing
from one component to another are at a higher level of abstraction (such events are
described in AMVC as ‘business events’) then the analogy with windows-based
operating systems behaviour breaks down, and the preference no long makes any sense.
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In fact it can lead to a tendency to cause infinite event-forwarding loops during
development of systems based on hMVC or PAC.

Take the example of a parent component whose controller needs to route an event
downwards to a child component. The developer of the system may intend to let the
child component handle this event and perform some task or display some result as a
consequence. Should the developer omit to write the code that handles the parentforwarded event, the default behaviour will be to pass the event right back to the parent.
The parent’s routing configuration will again send the event to the same child, and this
ping-pong of events will continue indefinitely.

These issues will be treated in more detail later in Chapter Chapter 3 below.

2.8 Summary
The foregoing sections can be seen as a catalogue of attempts that the author has made
to find a rich client architecture that serves his own needs as a practitioner in the
software development profession. In each case, the attempt has led baek to the
problems of coupling, reuse and coherence in design that were covered briefly in
Chapter Chapter 1 and are about to be treated in more detail in the next chapter.

The AM VC architeeture proposed in this thesis is somewhat like a last resort in the
search for a solution to the problem of sustainable rich client development. It constitutes
the reluctant realisation that no widely agreed-upon arehitecture exists to solve this
problem. It offers an approach that directly addresses the difficulties of rich client
development and the identified shortcomings of the alternatives listed in this chapter.
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Chapter 3

The AMVC Architecture

This chapter first describes the architecture being proposed, enumerates the ways in
which inter-component coupling occurs and finally explains how the proposed
architecture prevents this coupling.

The proposed architecture was arrived at through the exploratory process of developing
rich client software using an existing architecture (hMVC), identifying its specific
points of weakness, and addressing those weaknesses through modification and
extension of the existing architecture^. In order to better describe AMVC, we will often
use the approach of relying on the hMVC pattern as a starting point, and then
distinguishing the differences between it and AMVC.

To feed these modifications and extensions back into the exploratory approach it was
necessary to develop a software framework that implemented the new approach. As a
result, in addition to the description and analysis of AMVC which constitutes the
greater part of this chapter, the thesis includes a Java implementation of the AMVC
concept and a sample rich client application built upon that framework. Note that an
appreciation of the relevance of AMVC and how it is distinct from other existing
architectures can only arise after referring to the Java code provided as part of this
thesis.

The following three subsections cover one each of the three essential interrelated
elements of AMVC; Components, Layers and Events. The purpose of these sections is
to expose the structure of AMVC without fully giving an account of the rationale
behind it. It is only in Section 3.4 that we attempt to bring these three strands together
and explain why they are so formed, referring to the causes of coupling in componentbased, event-driven systems, and pointing out how AMVC’s mechanisms specifically
targets these causes and removes them.

'

Note also that the choice of hMVC as a starting point was based on the author’s professional experience

in using other architectures, and the results of research on other architectures not directly used but
described in the literature review.
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3.1 The AMVC Component Abstraction
A first useful step in defining a component-based architecture would be to define the
way in which the component itself is abstracted. The AMVC architecture’s notion of a
component is heavily influenced by the hMVC [7] design (and therefore by PAC [8] of
which it is a specialized case), even to the extent of using the same terminology.

An AMVC component, as shown in Figure 7 is a Model-View-Controller grouping
(Triad) where the controller has a function beyond the coordination of events between
the model and the view; It also directs events out of the triad. Note how'ever that while
hMVC controllers channel such events directly to a parent- or child-component's
controller, AMVC never does this. AMVC components always send events to, and
receive events from, a mediating entity called the Application Layer. This entity is
responsible for redirecting all inter-component events, and is described fully in Section
3.2 below.

Application

Iz

Controller

Component

xljz

|_

Events
Figure 7 AMVC Component Abstraction showing Events at Interface
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In the context of the AMVC architecture, a component’s public interface consists of the
following facets:
1. the events it defines;
2. receiving those events;
3. emitting those events;
4. entering into a parent-child relationship with another triad;
5. publishing zero or more View names to child components.

This list highlights another important distinction from hMVC, related to the previous
one: a component definition encompasses its own internal events. Moreover, it only
Trades’ in these events. It only acts on the arrival of one of its own events into the
controller, and it only ever emits its own events to the Application Layer. This is
different from the hMVC approach where any given triad can react to, or emit, an event
understood by another triad. In fact, as intimated already, hMVC events are global in
nature, rather than being tied to a particular component.
Another important public facet of an AMVC Triad is the list of zero or more View
names that it publishes. The Triad is available to form a parent relationship with any
other Triad. As will be seen later, this relationship entails a visual parent-child
relationship between the views of the two Triads so related. Some complex parent
Views may be able to accommodate multiple child Views. An example of this would be
a Triad whose View was broken into two, such as a split-pane panel. By naming the
Views available in the parent, any child can be explicitly assigned to one of those views
as part of the parent-child relationship. The advantage to this facility, as well as the
mechanics behind it, will be treated later in this chapter.

So far, we have explained what an AMVC consists of, highlighting how this differs
from hMVC, and referring in passing to something called an Application Layer. In the
next section we will explore why the component is so designed, by examining the way
in which components are combined. We will see how, when using simple hMVC, this
combination can lead to the kind of tight coupling that we are trying to avoid, and how
the modifications and extensions that constitute AMVC can foil this tendency to couple.
In doing so, we will also define what we mean by the Application Layer.
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3.2 The Component and Application Layers
We can identify two separate layers in the construction of a rich client using AMVC.
The Component Layer is composed of independent and functionally specialized Triads
as defined in the previous section. The Application Layer consists of distinct
application-specific logic that links instances from the component layer - without
introducing coupling between these components. It has the following important content:

1. Definition of Application Events (described in Section 3.3 below below);
2. Definition of hierarchical relationships between the Triads in the Component
Layer;
3. Mapping of emitted Component Events to received Component Events.

The Application Eayer is responsible for mediating between components. It is precisely
by means of the Application Events that this mediation is managed. This layer is not
only distinct in terms of the programming artifacts of which it is composed (code and
configuration files) but also in terms of when it is developed, how it is developed and
perhaps even by whom it is developed.
Where the Component Eayer is composed of multiple independent and reusable Triad
definitions, the Application Layer is a single unit which defines the application in terms
of the underlying components, and is therefore created and used once only in the
context of the particular application under construction.

The work of developing a rich client application using AMVC architecture can be
broken up into two activities that correspond to the two layers mentioned; component
development and application assembly. In the absence of direct coupling between the
components, applications can be assembled by combining and re-combining
components in different ways, re-using the same component types many times within
one application, and achieving different results with each combination.
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3.3 The AMVC Event Abstraction
There are two kinds of events defined by AMVC: Component Events and Application
Events, corresponding to the Application and Component layers. Within AMVC
components, the Model and View elements typically communicate with each other by
means of Component Events (implementations allow for views directly calling model
for efficiency and simplicity- though not vice-versa). Some of these events are exposed
outside the components as emitted events or received events, or both.

Note that Component Events should be distinguished from what we will here call
widget events. The latter are well understood concepts of GUI programming and
communicate low-level interface-specific events (e.g. 'button A has been pushed') to
components, of the kind described in Section 2.2. In AMVC, the Component Layer
intercepts, interprets and combines these widget events into Component Events, which
represent reusable business functionality for a specific service (e.g. 'List Orders').

Application Events, as mentioned in the previous section, are defined as part of the
Application Layer. They are specific to a given application, and represent business
functionality for that application (e.g. List Orders for Selected Customer). In more
concrete terms. Application Events are the entities which are used to map one
component’s emitted event to another component’s received event.

Triad2

Application Event
Component Event
[

Triads

Triad4
Component

Figure 8 Translation of Component Events into Application Events.
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3.4 The Causes of Coupling
We described the particular structure of the AMVC component abstraction in Section
3.1 above above. We have also elaborated on the way in which Events are modelled.
We have then gone on to separate the AMVC architecture into two layers. It now
remains to justify these architectural choices by explaining how they lead to the ability
to combine any number of components without coupling them to each other.

Each of the following three sections describes one of the three causes of intero

component coupling m component-based, event-driven systems . In each case, it
specifically shows how the architecture described in the foregoing sections removes the
cause, and thereby the effect, of coupling. This goes to the heart of AMVC and
constitutes the value proposition for this proposed architectural approach.

3.4.1 Coupling Due to Event Sharing
Event-passing is a common way for components to communicate. Although this can
often be done in a way that avoids the programmatic coupling of the communicating
components, a form of coupling remains: the name of the event itself. If an event is
passed from one component to another, the communicating components must have a
shared understanding of what that event means. This constitutes a semantic coupling
between the components. It is precisely this form of coupling that exists within MVCbased components (between their Views and their Models) such as Swing and
JavaBeans (Section 2.2), i.e., the use of the same simple event-passing mechanism
hetw^een separate components leading directly to inter-component coupling.

In AMVC, to avoid this coupling that comes with sharing events between components.
Component Events are never passed from one component to another. Instead,
components communicate with each other through Application Events. These
** We have arrived at the identification of these three root causes by experimentation with the architectures
mentioned in Chapter 2 in the absence of any useful publication on the matter. Note that the results of
using our AMVC implementation to build an application back up the findings: as will be seen there is no
direct coupling between the components in the sample application.
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Application Events are specific to the way in which the Components have been
reeombined and represent user experience or even steps of a use case (to continue the
example from previous sections, they are of the following level of abstraction: List All
Orders for the Selected Product).

Figure 8 shows how components communicate with each other through Application
Events. Component Events are ‘translated’ into Application Events at the interfaee of
the emitting components, and these Application Events are further translated into
another Component Event at the interfaee of the receiving eomponent.

This event indirection removes the first source of inter-component coupling, namely
shared events between components. It is not just the fact that the translation is done but
where it is done that counts: It is done in the Application Layer, and therefore during
application assembly. 1 hus, the components themselves (that is to say their source code
and their runtime states) are not affected by this translation. They remain eompletely
independent of what happens to their events onee those events leave the eomponents"
scope, fhe information about the components' eollaboration is created as part of the
entirely separate application layer.

3.4.2 Coupling Due to Event Data
Events not only have names, they often also carry data or payload. Complex data types
being passed from one component to another, albeit through translated events, leads to
coupling. The event payload data types must be understood by both the sending and the
reeeiving components, and thus constitute coupling through shared code. The two
components cannot be said to be independent and reusable.

The AM VC architecture speeifies a declarative translation between event payloads as
part of the Application Layer. To avoid coupling one component to another through a
shared data type, each component event speeifies its own payload type, and the
application layer provides for the declarative mapping of one into the other as part of
applieation assembly.
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Such mappings are not new. Mechanisms like this have been implemented successfully
in existing frameworks (such as Dozer^) and the proposed architecture is simply another
example of such a mechanism being used. In Section Chapter 4 below we describe our
own mechanism for doing this mapping, by way of a proof of concept. This
implementation of AM VC takes the declarative mapping from one event payload to
another, and implements it dynamically at runtime.

3.4.3 Coupling due to the Containment Relationship
The third and final coupling force at work in a rich client application is the containment
relationships that exist: Dialogs have parent Frames, Buttons sit in Panels, and so on.
Normally this relationship is expressed through code that explicitly couples components
together.

Through the triad abstraction in AM VC, this containment relationship is hidden from
the Component code and expressed only at application assembly time. Both parent and
child triads are aware only that they may be connected to other implementations of the
triad abstraction, but they do not know which ones. Children can be added to an
explicitly named View (as described above), to an unnamed (default) View, or as a
Dialog Child (a child that is not directly embedded into the View of its parent). The
AM VC implementation described in the next chapter creates these declarative
relationships dynamically, leveraging the specification of AM VC components. By
specifying this relationship as part of the Application Layer, the AMVC architecture
removes the opportunity for two components to become coupled through code.

3.5 Application Assembly
3.5.1 Design Time
We saw in the previous sections how a component can be entirely decoupled from any
other while still allowing them to collaborate. This section shows how that collaboration
can be established in a rich client application purely through declarative configuration.

See http://dozer.soLircetbrue.net for such a framework.
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The consequent potential for increase in productivity and component reuse demonstrates
the value in achieving this total decoupling.

Application assembly consists of (i) arranging component instances into a hierarchical
organization, (ii) connecting output events of some components to input events of others
through their translation into application events, (iii) translating event data (payload),
where necessary, from that produced by the emitting component to that expected by the
receiving component.

The hierarchy serves to establish the parent-child relationships between the view s of any
two given components. A triad’s view can be decomposed into a number of named
areas. For example the view can contain a number of panels each capable of containing
a child view. In this case, the area names are exposed as part of the public interface of
the triad. When a child relationship is established with another triad, the relationship
includes the name of the view and this creates a widget containment relationship
between the parent’s named view area and the child’s view. The details of the way in
which the views combine with each other depends on the view types. For example, if the
parent view is a Swing JContainer, and the child view is a Swing JComponent, they can
be combined using a standard Spring method. The view types can be deduced
automatically by the AMVC implementation, or can be prompted by the AMVC
declarative description of the inter-component relationship (e.g. the relationship can
specify a dialog child).

The hierarchy also establishes lines of communication between components.
Application Events can move between components across these parent-child
connections. This facility can be particularly useful for some kinds of events - for
example events that should be broadcast to all child Triads, or even to all Triads in the
application. But there is no impediment to routing Application Event between two
components directly (as opposed to using the hierarchy), and this in fact makes sense in
a lot of cases. In hMVC, the hierarchy was assumed to be the natural route for moving
messages. We believe that this assumption is based on a misapplied pattern: For widgetevents that are generated in a component deep in the hierarchy, it is a standard pattern
(PAC) to propagate them ever upwards in the hierarchy until they are handled. This
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makes sense for events that remain always at the same level of abstraction - like widget
events.

In the case of a decoupled, component-based, event-driven rich client application,
widget events should be captured and interpreted by individual components, and
replaced if necessary with events that are consistent with the component’s own
interface. To do otherwise is to break the encapsulation of a component and to render it
even more coupled to cooperating components. This has a more general analogue in
Object Oriented software engineering: Exception handling. Good design practice
demands that exceptions thrown at an API be of the same level of abstraction as the API
itself For example if a method has the following signature:

Listing 6 API method

it makes sense that it might throw an exception :

Listing 7 API method with suitable exception

whereas the following example:

Listing 8 API method with unsuitable exception

gives away too much information about how the method is implemented. If we consider
component interfaces to be APIs, then the events emitted by the component should be at
the component’s level of abstraction. Thus, in an application that should be composed
of loosely coupled components, the hierarchical propagation of a component’s events is
not the natural order of things as hMVC and PAC would claim. Chapter Chapter 4,
which describes our implementation of AM VC, discusses in more detail how events
might be directed between components.
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Given the declarative nature of the Application Layer, application assembly can be done
mechanically and indeed visually if supported with the right tools. This is discussed at
length in Chapters Chapter 4 (where the Application Layer declarative syntax is
described) and Chapter 5 (where some consideration is given as to how the research
from this thesis can be taken forward).

3.5.2 Runtime
The declarative design-time assembly of an AM VC application must be mirrored at
runtime by an initialization phase that actually performs the assembly as declared.
AM VC does not specify how this must be done, but leaves it either to the framework
that implements AMVC or the developer that applies it.

Initialisation of an AMVC application can be organized in a number of ways. That said,
a sensible way to proceed would be by propagation of a startup Application Event to all
Triads through the hierarchy. The implementation described in the next section assumes
that all triads are instantiated and connected before that first initializing event, but
another implementation might just as easily allow for a lazy-loading approach (i.e.,
delaying the instantiation and interconnection of Triads until triggered by a particular
event). This event can be wired to Triad events as part of the normal application
assembly. Each Triad type can offer its own incoming initialisation event and prepare
itself for operation in whatever way makes sense for that Triad.

As a final point, it is worth mentioning that although performance issues were outside
the scope of these investigations, no noticeable performance penalty has been noticed in
the implementation of AMVC. This should hardly come as a surprise as in general, the
speed of applications is restricted chiefly by the use of remote calls and connection to a
database layer. In both cases, it is in part the serialization and de-serialization of
application data that presents the bottleneck. By comparison, the time required for
translation of events of one kind into events of another is not even noticeable to the user
of an application.
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3.6 Summary
This chapter has described in detail the elements and structure of AM VC architecture. It
has put forward an explanation of the causes of inter-component coupling in rich
clients, and shown how each of these causes can be eliminated by the use of one extra
layer of abstraction between communicating components. We have called this layer the
Application Layer. Further, we have demonstrated that the activity of creating such an
application can be seen as a combination of two very separate activities of Component
Development and Application Assembly (a theme we will return to in the following
chapter).

Architectures sueh as PAC and more recent frameworks like Swing/JavaBeans have
made an implicit assumption: that combining components together to make bigger more
complicated components is the same thing as combining components together to make
applications. The experience of software engineers using architectures based on this
assumption has shown this to be problematic from the point of view of managing the
code complexity of large rich-client applications. It thus represents a core deficiency in
these architectures and their derivations.

Although PAC/hMVC attempts to rationalize the interconnectivity of components by
reducing the paths along which they can communicate, it does not make any distinction
between intra- and inter-component event-passing and therefore does not address the
direct causes of inter-component coupling. In fact in some ways it makes matters worse
by coupling components along the hierarchical event pathway that would otherwise
remain uncoupled.

The solution being proposed is neither very abstraet nor very complicated. It addresses,
quite pragmatically, the causes of coupling directly at their source. It is the author’s
opinion that the requirement for an architecture like AMVC is a natural consequence of
recognizing the core deficiency described above.
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Chapter 4

An Implementation of AMVC

This chapter breaks down the implementation of AMVC into its four component parts,
and explains the salient features of each part.

The software forming part of this thesis can be divided into a number of seetions:
1. Library: An AMVC implementation, for Java Swing developers;
2. Components: A selection of basic AMVC components, designed to be extended
3. Patterns: A selection of higher-level components, extended from the basic
components and implementing certain design patterns;
4. Application: A sample application composed of independent components and
an application assembly declaration.

4.1 AMVC Library
This library is where the AMVC architecture specified in Chapter Chapter 3 above is
implemented. Here, the basic elements of Triads, Views, Controllers, Models, Events
and so on are defined.
This section outlines some of the salient points of this implementation. Some of this
detail is unrelated to the core ideas of AMVC, but the purpose of elaborating on it here
is to show how AMVC can be practically and efficiently implemented.
The Triad class forms the basis of the AMVC implementation. This class contains one
instance each of Model, View and Controller classes. It enforees rules about Triads with
no views or no models through its use of constructors. It manages the mutual
connections required between the Controller, View and Model objeets that make it up.
The Triad class also provides the API for all of the actions that one might expect based
on the description in the previous chapter: It allows other Triads to be added as children,
it provides for the design-time configuration of the events that can be handled, and it
handles incoming events at runtime.
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Figure 9: Triad, View, Model and Controller Class Diagram

The View is modelled first as an interface and then as a Proxy implementation. The use
of the Proxy Pattern'^ here is important. The AMVC library is designed in such a way
as to be independent of the GUI classes that implement it. The code provided is based
on Java Swing, but the library is designed to be extensible and allow other GUI
components to harness the idea of AMVC. The means by which this independence is
achieved is through the use of the Proxy design pattern. The Swing classes that have
been used as part of this pattern are shown in Figure 10.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxypattern
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Figure 10 Swing View Proxy Class Diagram
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4.1.1 Reflection-Based Event Handling
Unnecessary programming configuration is avoided in this implementation by using
coding conventions'*. In both Model and View, the methods use naming conventions to
ensure that component events are forwarded to those methods. The implementation used
Java Reflection extensively to handle events. Models or Views that wish to handle a
particular event need only implement a method whose name indicates the event name.

For example, if the designer of a Triad wants the Model to respond to an event called
Login then all he need do is create a method called doLogin, with a particular signature
(see Listing 9) and the AMVC framework will make sure that this method is invoked
with any event of this name that is routed to this method. Note that this is not a way to
avoid coupling the Model to events (the Model still needs to know the name of the
event). In fact the events in question are the Triad’s own internal events to which we
accept it must be coupled. The purpose of the Reflection-Based Event Handing is to
simplify the job of the Triad designer, reducing it to the implementation of event
handlers (and removing the need for explicit routing code).

public void doLogin (Event e) {
this.org = (String)e.getPayload();
username="";
password="";
message = "Enter username and password and click OK"
fireUpdateView();
fireShowView();

}
Listing 9: Example of Reflection Based Event Handling in an AMVC Model

'' http://blog.decaresystems.ie/index.php/2006/01 /13/convention-over-configuration/
Java Reflection is the programming mechanism of that language by which a program may discover at
runtime type information related to class instances. A program may interrogate an object to find out its
class name, the methods and data members it contains etc. Moreover, Reflection allows a Java program to
invoke the methods of an object, given the string-literal name of the method. This facility allows a great
deal of dynamic behaviour to be programmed. Many other languages have similar facilities.
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4.1.2 Support for Deferred Events on Hidden Components
As indicated in the previous section, the AM VC implementation aims to be a practical,
usable framework on top of which real applications can be built. To further this goal, we
have included many features that go beyond the proof-of-concept of the AM VC
architecture itself. One such feature is support of hidden components.

In a large application composed of dozens or even hundreds of Triads, only a subset of
these Triads’ Views will be visible at any one time to the user. However, whether
visible or not, all Triads will be receiving events generated from those Triads whose
Views are visible (based on user operations on these Views).

Some Triads might normally respond to such incoming events by instigating potentially
expensive behaviour, for example, making remote invocations to business services in
order to refresh their own views. To avoid such wasteful activity for Triads whose
Views are hidden at the moment, this AMVC implementation supports the idea of
Deferred Events. As part of the event-handling process of the AbstractModel class, from
which all Model classes are derived, a check is made on whether the Triad is visible or
not. If not, the incoming event is stored in a queue, and the Model is marked as being
out of syneh. If at any stage the View of the Triad becomes visible, the queue of
deferred events is processed and the Model is marked as being back in synch. For large
systems, where potentially dozens of Views may never be made visible during the
invocation lifetime of an application, this efficiency can save much time and increase
the usability of the application.

In order to avail of this feature, the Triad designer simply needs to indicate when a
Triad’s view is visible and when it is hidden. The Java Swing components that are part
of this implementation do this automatically, converting the Swing-specific widget
events related to visibility into component-level events.

4.1.3 Support for Multi-Threading
In rich clients of any significant size, the issue of multi-threading features prominently.
In order to prevent user interfaces ‘locking’ when tasks of long duration are going on,
such tasks are better performed on their own threads. An example of this, similar to the
previous section, is where a Model makes a remote call to a service layer, perhaps to
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retrieve data from a database table. In cases like this, the returned value typically needs
to be made available to the original thread in which the user interface is running, in
order to display the results.

There are many ways of implementing this kind of thread-handling, and many
frameworks available for this purpose. This kind of programming is cumbersome,
however, and while it is necessary, it is not directly related to the problem that the
developer is trying to solve.

The AM VC implementation supports the use of threads in the following way:
Using the convention over configuration approach mentioned in Section 4.1.1 above, a
Triad developer can specify a requirement for separate threads simply by using a
method naming convention. Using the example from that section:

pixblic void doLoginThread (Event e

// Do something expensive.

public void doLoginFinished(Event e)

{

// Deal with the results.

Listing 10: Example of thread-handing in AIMVC

The AMVC framework guarantees that the doLoginThread method is called on its own
thread, and that when it returns, the doLoginFinished method is invoked in the original
thread.

4.1.4 Proxy Event Handlers
The Proxy design pattern was employed in another setting, this time related to event
handling. The AMVC library uses proxies to take the place of the destination Model,
View or external Triad’s Controller at the time of configuration. These proxies are used
at design time when event handling is being configured but before all the Triads are
actually instantiated. They ‘remember’ where a particular event is supposed to go.
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Controllers are eonfigured with a list of such proxies. By the time an instance of the
event in question actually arrives in the Controller, all connections to the Model, View
and external Triad Controllers have been made, and the Proxy can do its job of directing
the event.

There is also an Event class which represents the Component- and Application-Events
that move through and across the Triads respectively.
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Figure 11 Proxy Event Handler Class Diagram
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Figure 12 Payload Mapping Class Diagram

4.1.6 The Role of Dependency Injection and the Spring Framework
In recent years the Spring Framework'^ has taken on a great deal of importance in the
field of commercial software engineering. The reason for this is partly to do with the
power of the design pattern that it supports: Dependency Injection (previously known as
Inversion of Control or loC).

fhe Dependency Injection pattern is a simple one: classes do not create instances of the
classes on which they depend, but rely instead on an outside agent (a Dependency
Injection container) to create and insert these dependencies. The depending class refers
to its dependencies only via abstract base classes/interfaces. The advantage to the
depending class is that a new implementation of the abstract base class can be injected
without any code change to the depending class. It is a mechanism that reduces
coupling.

www.springframework.com
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While this is, in general, a good approach to design, the Spring Framework has another
feature which makes it useful in the context of an AM VC implementation; XML
configuration.

As we have specified in Section 3.5 above, AMVC applications are collections of
Triads assembled together declaratively. The Spring Framework provides a ready-made
declarative mechanism to assemble an application’s Triads together. Version 2.0
onwards of the Spring Framework even allows the XML schema to be customised, and
we have availed of this facility to create, effectively, a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) for the assembly of Triads into an application. The following is a snippet from
such an application assembly.

<ainvc: appEvent id="appLogIn" name^-"Login"/>
<amvc:triad id="appLoginTriad" type="ioginTriad">
<amvc:terminate

appEventRef="appLogIn"
compEventRef="compLogin"/>

<amvc:emitToParent appEventRef="appLogIriSuccess"
compEventRef="loggedInLogin"/>
<amvc:emitToParent appEventRef="appExit"
compEventRef="cancelledLogin"/>
</amvc:triad>
Listing 11: Declaration of event and login triad

<amvc:mainTriad type="mainTriad">
<amvc:terminate appEventRef="appLogInSuccess"
coinpEventRef="logInSuccessfui ">
<amvc:payloadMapper targetClass="LoginResult">
<amvc:map sourceField="user" targetField="username"/>
<amvc:map sourceField="pw" targetField="password"/>
</amvc:payloadMapper>
</amvc:terminate>
<amvc:dialogChild ref="appLoginTriad"/>
</amvc:mainTriad>
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Listing 12: Declaration of main triad

4.2 AM VC Patterns
In order to further improve the productivity of developers using this implementation to
develop Triads, we have included some base component fragments whose role is to
underpin good component-based, rich client design patterns. Note that none of these
component fragments is a Triad in itself. Only Models, Controllers and Events are
defined. Views are not defined as part of a pattern. Patterns are designed to be extended,
so there is no need for the Triads themselves to be defined. The Model, Controller are
reused or extended and gathered into concrete Triads.

An example of this is the Standard pattern. It models the typical events that most Triads
can be expected to create and react to: OK, Cancel, Reset, Popup and so on. These
events are declared in the Standard Controller, and the Standard Model includes some
default behaviour in reaction to these events.

Table is another archetype that is modelled in the Patterns module. In this case, the
TableController and TableModel classes inherit from the Standard pattern. On top of the
normal event handling behaviour, the model provides a system of column management
that makes it easier for developers who inherit from it to choose how to display
particular data in a tabular form.

4.3 AMVC Components
When a Triad is generic but useful enough, it can either be directly used in an
application or used as a base class for more specific Triads. The Components section of
the AMVC code provides a number of this kind of component. In contrast with the
patterns of the previous section. Components can include the definition of a View. They
also include the definition of the Triad itself It is this definition that allows them to be
used as-is in an application, rather than necessarily being specialized.

A simple Component included in the accompanying code is the Button. This component
can be used and re-used many times in an application. It generates an OK event which
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can be intercepted by the Application layer and routed wherever the application might
need it.

The Card is a higher-level Component provided as part of the Component module. It
defines a Triad that can contain other Triads, organize them into a CardLayout and co
ordinate the passing of events between parent and children to manage their hiding and
showing.

4.4 AMVC Application
This section contains a simple application assembled using the AMVC implementation.
It demonstrates how, when given the right components, an application can be assembled
in a purely declarative way. The following listing shows the entire contents of the
example's application.xml file. Given the reasonable amount of functionality offered by
the application, the listing is quite terse.
beans
description Application descriptor for Orinoco GUI.
/amvc;appEvent
■■ amvc: appEvent
<amvc:appEvent
<amvc:appEvent
< amvc:appEvent
<amvc:appEvent
<"amvc: appEvent
< amvc:appEvent

/description:

id="app.logInSuccessEvent" name="LogInSuccess"/>
id="app.loglnEvent" name="LogIn"/ '■
id="app.exitEvent" name="Exit"/>
id="app.listProductsEvent" name="ListProducts"/>
id="app. listOrdersEvent " name="ListOrders" ■ :/
id="app.productSelectedEvent" name="ProductSelected'
id="app . orderSelectedEvent" name= "OrderSelected" /
name="l" id="app.l"/-

:amvc:application type="orinocoTriad">
/amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.logInSuccessEvent"
componentEventRef="loginsuccessfulEvent">
■ amvc:payloadMapper
targetClass="ie.lawlor.amvc.patterns.main.LoginResult"
amvc:map sourceField="user" targetField="username"/>
amvc:map sourceField="pw" targetField="password"/>
//amvc:payloadMapper ^
•. /amvc : terminate. -amvc:emitToChild child="appLoginTriad"
applicationEventRef="app.loglnEvent"
componentEventRef="mainStartEvent"/>
<amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.exitEvent"
componentEventRef="mainExitEvent" /:<amvc:routeToChild child="myListCardTriad"
applicationEventRef="app.list ProductsEvent"/>
<amvc:routeToChild child="detailListCardTriad"
applicationEventRef="app.productSelectedEvent"/:
.amvc: child.'■amvc: triad id="appFileMenuTriad" type="fileMenuTriad" >
<amvc:emitToParent applicationEventRef="app.exitEvent"
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componentEventRef="fileMenuExitEvent"/>
/amvc : t riad>
</amvc:child>
<amvc:child viewRef="orinocoFolderView">
<amvc:triad id="appFolderTriad" type="folderTriad">
<amvc:routeToParent app1icationEventRef="app.listProductsEvent"/>
<amvc:child viewRef="folderSlotOneView">
<amvc:triad id="productButtonTriad" type="buttonTriad"
viewName="Products" viewParent="buttonView">
<amvc;emitToTriad applicationEventRef="app.1"
componentEventRef="buttonOkEvent"
triad="detailListCardTriad"/>
amvc:emitToParent
applicationEventRef="app.listProductsEvent"
componentEventRef="buttonOkEvent"/>
</amvc:triad>
</amvc:child>
<amvc:child viewRef="folderSlotTwoView">
<amvc:triad id="orderButtonTriad" type="buttonTriad"
viewName="Orders" viewParent="buttonView">
amvc:emitToTriad applicationEventRef="app.listOrdersEvent"
componentEventRef="buttonOkEvent"
triad="myListCardTriad"/>
amvc:triad
</amvc:child
/amvc:triad
- / amvc:chiId>
amvc:child viewRef="orinocoListView">
amvc:triad id="myListCardTriad" type="listCardTriad":<amvc:viewname name="Products"/>
amvc:viewname name="Orders"/>
amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.1istProductsEvent"
componentEventRef="cardChangeCardEvent"'
<amvc:payload Products</amvc:payload>
</amvc:terminate
amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.listOrdersEvent"
componentEventRef="cardChangeCardEvent">
amvc : payload Orders< /amvc : payload>
/amvc:terminate>
■ amvc:routeToChild child="allProductsListTriad"
applicationEventRef="app.1istProductsEvent"/>
<amvc:routeToChild child="allOrdersListTriad"
applicationEventRef="app.listOrdersEvent"/>
<amvc:routeToParent
applicationEventRef="app.productSelectedEvent"/>
amvc:child viewName="Products">
<amvc:triad id="allProductsListTriad" type="productListTriad">
<amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.listProductsEvent"
componentEventRef^"listListEvent"/>
<amvc:emitToParent
applicationEventRef="app.productSelectedEvent"
componentEventRef="listSelectionChangedEvent"/>
</amvc:triad>
•/amvc:child>
• amvc:child viewName="Orders">
<amvc:triad id="allOrdersListTriad" type="orderListTriad">
<amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.listOrdersEvent"
component EventRef="listListEvent"/>
<amvc:emitToParent
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applicationEventRef="app.orderSelectedEvent"
componentEventRef="listSelectionChangedEvent"/>
</amvc:triad>
amvc:child
</amvc:triad>
•/amvc;child>
• amvc : child viewRef ="orinocoDetailViev;">
'amvc:triad type="listCardTriad" id="detailListCardTriad">
<amvc:viewname name="Products"/>
<amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.1"
componentEventRef="cardChangeCardEvent">
<amvc; payload:^Products</amvc : payload>
</amvc:terminate <amvc:routeToChild child="productsTabsTriad"
applicationEventRef="app.productSelectedEvent"/>
^^amvc: child viewName="Products">
<amvc:triad id="productsTabsTriad" type="productTabTriad">
'amvc:viewname name="Variants"/>
'amvc:viewname name="Orders"/
amvc:routeToChild child="productsVariantsListTriad"
applicationEventRef="app.productSelectedEvent"/>
■' amvc : routeToChild child= "productsOrdersListTriad"
applicationEvent Ref="app.productSelectedEvent"/ .■
.amvc:child viewName="Variants">
' amvc:triad id="productsVariantsListTriad"
type="variantLi StTriad">
-amvc:terminate
applicationEventRef="app.productSelectedEvent"
componentEventRef="1istChangeListEvent"/ ■
■.amvc:triad
/amvc:child
amvc:child viewName="Orders" ■
■ amvc:triad id="productsOrdersListTriad"
type="orderListTriad" ^
■ amvc:terminate
applicationEventRef="app.productSelectedEvent"
componentEventRef="listChangeListEvent"/ •
•: /amvc : triad
< amvc:child
■ amvc:triad
•- /amvc: child.
</amvc:triad
</amvc:child>
■ amvc:dialogChild>
■:amvc:triad id="appLoginTriad" type="loginTriad">
<amvc:terminate applicationEventRef="app.loglnEvent"
componentEventRef="loginLoginEvent" /
■amvc:emitToParent applicationEventRef="app.logInSuccessEvent"
componentEventRef="loggedInLoginEvent"/>
'amvc:emitToParent applicationEventRef="app.exitEvent"
componentEventRef="cancelledLoginEvent"/>
</amvc:triad>
</amvc:dialogChild>
</amvc:application>
</beans>
Listing 13: Example application descriptor
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Chapters

Conclusion

In recent years, progress in software development has concentrated on thin clients. Web
applications and enterprise applications with thin internet clients have been some of the
most important developments in a commercial sense and have given rise to a number of
important innovations. By contrast, and indeed as a result, the technologies employed to
develop rich clients (or thick clients) have seen little change.

This is starting to change. Internet applications have become widely used, and their
user-base has extended to the non-technical population at large. This user-base expects perhaps even needs - a richer interactive experience when using a computer. This has
not been an easy expectation to meet for thin clients, starting as they did from an
architecture, a protocol and a platform that were never designed to support rich
interactions. The Web Application has become perhaps a victim of its own success, and
of late the most important and closely-watched innovations are those that lead towards a
Rich Internet Application. The author believes that the software development
community is returning to the question of how to build rich clients (albeit Web-based),
and in picking up where it left off, will start to rediscover the problems that last troubled
developers of desktop-bound rich clients.

The aim of this thesis is to point out the continuing problem in rich client architectures a reliance on architectures that do not successfully decouple the components that they
are composed of - and to suggest an alternative architecture (perhaps an extension to
existing architectures) that addresses this problem.

The literature review discusses some of the existing architectures available to
developers of rich clients, outlining their positive aspects but also their shortcomings.
The central chapter identifies the sources of inter-component coupling and explains in
detail how AMVC eliminates each of these sources. The combined message of these
two chapters can be reduced to the following few ideas;

1. Existing available event-driven rich client architectures appear to make no
distinction between events passed within components and those passed between
components.
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2. They achieve the composition of large components from smaller ones in the
same way as the assembly of applications from those components.
3. The result of all this is the continuation of tight coupling between components
due to shared events, event data and containment hierarchies.
4. AM VC eliminates these sources of coupling by means of translations across two
explicitly recognized layers - Component and Application. Event names are
translated, event payloads are mapped, and containment hierarchies are handled,
all as part of the Application layer.

Chapter 4 described an implementation of this idea, and this thesis includes the source
code for this implementation, along with an example usage of AMVC to build an
application. The sample application is simple, but the underlying code is far from
trivial. It takes the ideas behind AMVC and builds them out into a workable and
credible framework that can be used to develop commercial rich client applications. The
AMVC implementation goes beyond a proof of concept. It supports the central concepts
of AMVC with practical ideas as to how these concepts can be made workable and
useful. The result is the kernel of an interesting framework which the author intends to
build upon further.

The author suggests that AMVC, or an architecture very much like it, could serve as a
common basis for all kinds of rich clients and could support the development of truly
independent and reusable components. Future directions include the application of
AMVC to Rich Internet Applications and the provision of graphical tools for visually
assembling Triads into an application

5.1.1 AMVC for Rich Internet Applications
Whereas internet applications have mostly been designed based on the HTTP requestresponse cycle that defines that platform, more and more Rich Internet Application
frameworks are turning back to the principles that were used to build rich desktop
clients in the past: Event-driven, Component-based architectures. There now exists a
number of such frameworks and the selection is likely to grow for a while before

Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is the first that comes to mind. It allows developers to build Rich Internet
Applications using Java, as though building a desktop application. It then provides for the translation of
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being thinned out by the market. The problem is that these frameworks tend to fall back
on the same architectures that underpinned desktop rich clients in the past. The next
generation of software engineers is likely to have to deal with the same problem of
tightly coupled components as the previous one.

AM VC is an architecture that can be applied to any component-based event-driven
system. A valuable way to further development its potential would be to apply it in an
RIA setting. In the case of GWT, this would begin by extending the core module with
proxy classes to mimic the current Swing implementation with GWT widget classes.
There are limitations on the code that can be compiled from Java to JavaScript, so the
core might have to be adjusted. For other RIA frameworks, implemented in different
languages, like DOJO in JavaScript, a separate AM VC implementation would be
required in that target language.

5.1.2 Graphical Tools
As can be seen from listing Listing 13, while an AMVC application can be assembled in
purely descriptive terms, and in a relatively terse syntax, the result is not always
particularly readable (the case with XML files). The great advantage of the XML file is
that it tends itself to graphical manipulation. The next step in the implementation of an
AMVC framework would be the creation of productivity tools that allowed the visual
assembly of Triads into an application. The most likely form of such a visualization
would be a tree, with each node representing a Triad. The linking of Component Events
to each other, by means of Application Events could be represented by coloured lines
leading from one point to the next, some going directly from one Triad to the other,
others snapping into the tree itself.

The software engineering required to achieve such a tool would not be interesting in
itself But the effect of such a tool on the usability of the AMVC architecture, and the
subsequent validation of this approach as an intuitive way to build rich clients, would be
an important next step in moving AMVC further along the path from concept to
concrete solution.

the Java classes into JavaScript, ready to be run on browsers to provide a rich client experience in an
internet setting. Another framework is DOJO - already mentioned in the Literature Review.
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5.1.3 Concluding Remarks
Table 1 shows the deficiencies of current architectural approaches and how AMVC
proposed to remedy those deficiencies.
Architectures

Weaknesses

AMVC Remedies

MVC, Swing, JavaBeans,

No distinction between

Explicit recognition of

AJAX, DOJO

inter-component event

events that are passed

passing and intra

between components, and

component event-passing,

their decoupling by

resulting in coupling across

translation of events across

components.

components and
transformation of event
data.

Struts, SpringMVC

OSGi, Eclipse RCP

No provision for a true

Implementation of a true

implementation of a

component as an MVC

component.

Triad.

Component abstraction

Component abstraction

favours large course-grain

flexible enough to deal

components. No provision

with fine- or course-grain

for decoupling within these

components. Decoupling

components.

through event translation
and data transformation.

hMVC

Containment hierarchy

Decoupling of inter

coupling removed, but no

component events by

mechanism for decoupling

translation of events across

inter-component events, or

components and

their data.

transformation of event
data. Containment
hierarchy handled.

Table 1: Summary of component architectural issues.

AMVC, as described in this document, succeeds in dealing with inter-component
coupling but further work is required to convert the architectural idea into an approach
that could be adopted by commercial developers: The framework that accompanies this
thesis could be extended to work in an RIA setting and with other GUI toolkits in
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addition to Swing; deeper investigation of implementation matters such as performance
should be undertaken; a visual toolset, ideally as an extension to existing IDE could be
developed to produce the AM VC XML configuration by drag-and-drop manipulation of
visual components. These considerations for future work are all implementation-specific
in nature. Ideally, an architectural standard for rich client development should emerge
that would help to create a truly decoupled environment for GUI components, and this
thesis demonstrates that there is no technical impediment to such a standard.
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